
📲 ABC Usage Tips

Copy Your Paragraph Before You Leave Home
   Copy your greeting paragraph before you even leave the home or on your way to an 
event.  Actually keep it copied at all times, so all you have to do is open a new text, paste, 
add their name to the top line and send.  This should only take a few seconds to do while 
you are asking their name and cell number. It might take a little practice to get it down that 
fast so pick a friend and practice.  The faster it goes, and the more you do it, the easier it is.  
This will give a professional first impression to everyone.

Keep A Pasted Blank Text Ready At All Times
   To help make things even easier for you, keep a blank text ready at all times with your 
paragraph already pasted in.  When someone asks if you have a business card (or if you 
choose to give one to someone), simply ask them “what is your cell number?”  Your text 
was all ready pasted so just enter the number at the top, then ask (if you do not already 
know) “How do you spell your name”?  Enter that into the top line… then send.  this really 
does take only a few seconds.  It will already be delivered to their phone before they can 
even ask what you did.

While They Are Viewing Your ABC and Contact...
   You can add their number that you texted to a contact on your phone by clicking “save as 
new contact” and add their name in just a few seconds. Now you both have each other in 
each cell phone within a matter of a few seconds. Don’t forget to add their name after “Hi” in 
your Copy/Paste paragraph before you click send. This way, if you meet many people in a 
single evening or event, you can add them to your contacts later when you get home.

Copy/Paste For Multiple Shares
   It is something simple, but most people forget.  Once you have copied something on your 
phone, it is still copied until you copy something else.  If you have already copied your 
paragraph before you even left your home, then you are ready to paste into multiple new 
texts to multiple new contacts.  Just open a new blank text and click paste.  You are ready 
to fill in a new number and name to as many different new texts as you need.  It will still be 
copied tomorrow too.  If you never copy/paste anything else, it will always be copied and 
ready to go without having to go find the stored original.

Long Term Contacts
   You can even set a reminder to "call <this> contact" at a future date so you don't loose a 
long term lead. 

   When you are done, send your Copy/Pasted Paragraph & Save Request to everyone on 
your contact list. It is a great way to start up a conversation as well.
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